The Engineering and Technology Directorate (ETD) at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center is sponsoring a series of seminar presentations on Systems Engineering concepts, philosophies, principles, and practices.

**Technical Oversight of the Nancy Grace Roman Space Telescope Optical Telescope Assembly (OTA) Element Procurement: Opportunities, Challenges, & Lessons Learned**

Presented by: **Joshua Abel**, Lead Systems Engineer, OTA element of the Nancy Grace Roman Space Telescope

Date: **Tuesday • April 26, 2022**

Time: 1:00 p.m.

Meeting number (access code): **2764 212 7809**
Meeting password: **SeS@NASA22**
Join by Phone: **+1-415-527-5035** US Toll

**click here to connect**

Registration is required for visitors without a Goddard badge. Please register with Lindsay MacLeod at 301.286.6493 or Lindsay.B.Macleod@nasa.gov

http://ses.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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